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Abstract

A new database project has been launched in Estonia
last year. It aims the collection of telephone speech from
a large number of speakers for speech and speaker
recognition purposes. Up to 2000 speakers are expected
to participate in recordings. SpeechDat databases,
especially Finnish SpeechDat, have been chosen as a
prototype for the Estonian database. It means that
principles of corpus design, file formats, recording and
labelling methods implemented by the SpeechDat
consortium will be followed as closely as possible. The
paper is a progress report of the project.

1. Introduction

Estonian is a Finno-Ugric language spoken by almost
one million people. About 90% of them live in Estonia;
considerable amounts of speakers are located in Canada,
Sweden, the USA and Russia. Estonian language has the
status of the state language of Estonia, whereas 67.3% of
inhabitants (ca 921,000 persons) speak it as the mother
tongue.

Rapid development towards the Information Society
has made personal computer a part of our daily life at
work and at home. We need computers to process,
maintain and exchange information, which in most cases
exists in a linguistic form. A major amount of
information available on Internet is in English, most of
the computer software we are using daily is in English,
too.

The development efforts of the human-computer
interaction (HCI) during past few decades have been
directed towards natural communication using spoken
language input and output. Enormous effort has been put
into research and development of automatic speech
recognition technology by a large number of laboratories
and companies all over the world. As a result, limited
communication with computers using spoken language is
today a reality for several languages, i.e. for languages
with a large number of speakers, like English, French,
German, Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Chinese, etc. What
about languages with a small number of speakers, like
Estonian? Will they survive in the information society?

According to experts’ view, the only way for small
languages to survive is development of the human
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age technology (HLT) including tools for both
n and written language processing. Therefore,
opment of the HLT for Estonian plays a crucial
or the future of the language.
uring last years the demand for the speech
nition in Estonian has been increased. The
anies providing mobile and call-center services
shown especially active interest. The typical

F-based services are coming to be exhausted, for
evelopment of new and more user-friendly services
h recognition technology plays a crucial role. The
attempts to implement small vocabulary word
nition for mobile parking system has been carried
few years ago [1], lately another prototype for

nition of isolated Estonian digits has been
sed [2].

oday’s ASR-technology is developed for non-
tinative languages, Estonian as an agglutinative
age, needs a different approach – the specific
ems of speech recognition in Estonian have been
ssed in [3]. Whatever technological approaches are
mented, a speech database is inevitably necessary
aining and testing of all ASR-systems. Currently,
rge Estonian speech databases developed for ASR

do exist – in order to fill this gap the Estonian
hDat project has been launched.

2. Choosing a prototype

mber of different audio file formats, computer
ble phonetic alphabets, and database standards do
[4]. Many speech databases for different languages
exist (see http://www.icp.inpg.fr/ELRA/ or

/www.ldc.upenn.edu). One of the most frequently
and exploited in ASR-development is the family of
hDat databases [5]. All together 20 speech
ases based on common principles of corpus design,
formats, recording and labelling methods and
ation criteria have been collected in 14 European
ries.
ue to the well-established design principles the
hDat databases have been chosen to serve as a

type for our project. A special attention is paid to
innish SpeechDat [6] as the closest prototype for
stonian SpeechDat database.



3. Estonian SpeechDat

The goal of the Estonian SpeechDat project is to collect
speech samples from a large number of speakers for
speech and speaker recognition purposes. Duration of
the project has been planned for 24 months divided into
four main stages:

• Preparatory activities (9 months)

• Recordings (4-6 months)

• Segmentation and labeling (6-10 months)

• Completion (4-6 months)

The project is financed by the Ministry of Culture
and Ministry of Education and is supported by EMT,
the biggest mobile operator in Estonia.

3.1. Main characteristics and structure

The main characteristics of the Estonian SpeechDat
database will be as follows:

• Sampling rate: 8 kHz

• Signal format: 8-bit A-law, mono

• Signal source: calls from fixed and cellular phones

• Calling environment: home or office

• Speakers: at least 2000 (1000 female, 1000 male)

• Speech items: isolated and connected digits,
natural numbers, money amounts, spelled words,
time phrases, date phrases, yes/no questions,
names, application words and phrases, phonetically
rich words and sentences.

The database will have three subsets:

• F-corpus – at least 1000 speakers from fixed
network, one call per speaker;

• M-corpus – at least 1000 speakers from mobile
network, one call per speaker;

• SV-corpus – at least 200 speakers from fixed and
mobile networks, at least 10 calls per speaker.

The technical environment includes two recording
workstations connected to two ISDN-lines via Basic
Rate Interface. The possibility to call a toll-free
number has been enabled. The automatic recording
process is controlled by ADA-software (developed by
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain). The
recording dialogue in Estonian assists the caller
through the recording session. The signals from the
recording workstations will be transferred into server
for further processing. Three workstations with
labelling software WWW Transcriber [7] have been
set up, as well.
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orpus design

SpeechDat databases have been designed to train
al special-purpose speech recognisers, for example
nition of isolated command words, digit strings,
ers, dates and continuous speech, as well. The
ble applications include different voice driven
rvices accessible via fixed and cellular network.
pecific speaker verification corpus includes speech
recorded by the same speakers at different time

als.

he Estonian corpus has been compiled according to
hDat design and includes:

IN-codes – randomly generated 6-digit strings

olated digit string – 10 isolated digits in random
der, all digits occur in a string only once

heet number it is a five digit running number
arting from 50000

elephone number – the format of telephone
mbers is (0)xx-yyy yyyy, whereas (0)xx is the area
de and yyy yyyy is the realistic telephone number.

he area codes are real and the telephone numbers
e generated randomly. GSM numbers are included,
well

redit card numbers – in the format xxxx xxxx xxxx
xC. The Luhn checksum algorithm is implemented

ime phrases – prompted either in digital format e.g.
1:35” or in analogue format “quarter past five”.

pontaneous time – spontaneous answer to the
estion "What time is it now?"

elative and general date expressions – the relative
d general date expressions are drawn from a set of
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the most usual expressions, like "tomorrow,
yesterday, last Friday, the day after, etc."

• City names (local) – the list includes 150 names on
cities, counties and villages in Estonia

• City names (foreign) – the list includes 100 names of
larger cities and countries of the world

• Spelled items – are drawn from the lists of city
names, person names and phonetically rich words

• Money amounts – prompted in the format x,y
currency, in which x is a number between 0-100000
and y is a number drawn from the set of 0,5,...,95.
The currency is chosen from the list of 10 most often
used currency units in Estonia

• Person names – the list includes the most often 100
male and 100 female names in Estonia

• Company names – the list includes the most frequent
local names as well as several foreign names

• Application words and phrases – includes most
frequent commands of a typical IVR-service and
different commands or menu items from the Estonian
versions of MS Windows XP, Word and Excel

• Phonetically rich words and sentences – the list has
been compiled taking into account the specific
features of the phonological system of the language.

3.3. Speaker recruitment

Up to 2000 callers are expected to participate in the
database collection. The speakers participating in
recordings should fulfil several requirements related to
gender, age, socio-economic factors, regional and
dialectal factors, and environment-specific
characteristics [8].

The demographic criteria to ensure a good coverage
of the speaker population are as follows [9]:

• 50% (± 5%) male and female speakers,

• all accent regions have to be covered proportionally,

• distribution by age groups:

� 16-30 years – min. 20% of speakers,

� 31-45 years – min. 20% of speakers,

� 46-60 years – min. 15% of speakers.

According to the experiences of SpeechDat projects
the recruitment of speakers has been the most difficult
and time-consuming task [10]. Different recruitment
schemes – market research company, hierarchical,
snowball, direct mail, newspaper and radio
advertisements and calls, WWW-based recruitment –
have been proposed [8].

We have used the following methods:

• calls for participation in radio, TV and newspapers,
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stribution of information via Public Access Internet
oints (PAIPs),

stribution of information at universities and
mpanies.

ll volunteers had to register by filling a special
onic questionnaire on the project's web-site
/www.phon.ioc.ee/base. Information collected from

speaker includes data about age, education,
ation, mother tongue, dialectal area, smoking

, phone type, and contact address. After registration
ecording instructions with free telephone number
he individual prompt sheet have been delivered,
y by e-mail.
he actual number of registered speakers is
yed and regularly updated on the project's web-
he preliminary target was to record 1000 speakers,

ue to the successful recruitment schemes the new
t – 2000 speakers – could be achieved to the end of
.

omparison of recruitment schemes

o, TV and newspaper calls for participation
carried out in several times. Articles in several

papers and live interviews in popular TV and radio
ams have resulted in a substantial number of
ibutors.

W-based recruitment turned out to be the most
tive way. A pop-up banner with the link to the
ct's web-site on the Internet-version of the largest
paper in Estonia has attracted many readers to visit
roject web-site. The banner advertisement has been
ted twice – at the beginning of the recruitment
d (week 2) and three month later (week 15), and in
rounds the number of registered speakers increased
ore than 500 volunteers (see Figure 2).

ibution of calls for participation via Public
ss Internet Points (PAIPs). There are about 500
s around Estonia, located mostly in public libraries
schools. PAIPs are actively visited by local
itants as in most places the access to Internet is free
arge. Each PAIP is managed by a local manager.
alls for participation were delivered to all PAIP-

gers around Estonia with the request to distribute
nformation among their visitors. Most of the
gers reacted with enthusiasm and as a result,
ers from all dialectal regions are participating in
dings.

ibution of calls for participation in universities
companies. The calls for participation were

buted in main Estonian universities and in several



companies. The results of these actions were not as
successful as expected.

4. Current status

Currently (March 24, 2003), 1756 volunteers have been
registered for the recordings. The number of successive
calls is 837. Figure 2 shows the dynamics of recruited
speakers and completed calls. Age distribution of
contributors is given on the Figure 3.

Cumulative number of recruitments and
successive calls
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Figure 2. Increase in recruitments and in calls.
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Figure 3. Age distribution of registered speakers.

5. Conclusion

The first year of the project has been successful –
technical environment for recordings has been
established, text corpus has been compiled, several
speaker recruitment schemes have been implemented,
and active recording period is going on. The WWW-
based recruitment method turned out to be the most
effective one. The preliminary target – 1000 calls – will
be achieved within a few weeks and the final target –
2000 calls – should be achieved to the end of 2003.
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